China Sea and the establishment of a new regional development bank to compete with Western-led institutions.‖ Chow (2017, p. 370) stated that -China's exclusion from the TPP negotiations was no accident, but instead was a deliberate play by the U.S. to limit China's global trade influence. The U.S. did not want China's input on the terms of the TPP as is; rather, the U.S. wanted to dictate the terms of the TPP on its own, with the cooperation of the other compliant TPP members.‖
TPP Provisions
The TPP would have cut or significantly lowered over 18,000 tariffs. For example, tariffs on all U.S. manufactured goods and almost all U.S. farm products would be eliminated completely, with most eliminated immediately (Tupy, 2018) Granville (2016) reported that the signatories represented roughly 40% of global GDP (nearly $28 trillion), and one-third of the volume of world trade.
What are some of the specifics of the TPP?
 TPP lowered tariffs on a wide range of manufactured goods, automotive and agricultural commodities such as meat, dairy, and grains. The estimated reduction for TPP members would be almost 98%.
 Cross border restrictions on services (generally George, 2013; Bohn & Brakman, 2018) were removed, and new rules were added to protect businesses offering services from host country discrimination or -special preferences‖ (generally, Guisinger, 2017). These include retail, communications, entertainment, and financial services.
 Markets will be open for foreign investment (FDI) among the TPP members and rules were added to protect investors from unfair treatment by eliminating so-called -Golden Share‖ arrangements as they existed throughout the region (Pezard, 1995; Che-Ahmad & Mustafa, 2017). The controversial Investor State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) provision (described below) was included, which would allow investors to sue government using international arbitration panels on the basis of any alleged -unfair investment practices‖ (Quick, 2015) occurring within their borders.  The TPP was the first regional trade agreement which included comprehensive rules on digital commerce (Mitchell & Mishra, 2018) , ensuring the free flow of information across borders and mandated consumer privacy protection rules.  At the insistence of the United States, TPP incorporated extensive provisions relating to intellectual property (IP) protections (Cheng, 2006) , including patent enforcement, extended copyright terms, and protections for technology and trade secrets. The TPP was also designed to protect new prescription drugs, which includes a class of medications called biologics (Wong, 2017 )-a policy largely advanced by United States. For example, copyright protection would be granted for the life of the author plus 70 years and the agreement required signatories to establish criminal penalties for violations of copyright protections as well (Braga, 2017) .
Other significant provisions included enhanced labor and environment standards, provisions related to child labor, and government transparency. The TPP would have streamlined regulatory requirements, making it easier for small businesses to engage in cross-border trading (McBride, 2018).
In addition to its significant tariff reductions and enhanced protections across a wide span of investment issues, the agreement mandated expedited customs procedures for express shipments and prohibited customs duties from being applied to electronic transmissions (generally, Peterson, 2017) . The TPP also required additional privacy, security, and consumer protections for online transactions and encouraged the publication of online customs forms which might have particularly beneficial to small businesses (Gerwin, 2015) .
In deciding to withdraw from the agreement, President Trump argued that the TPP was an unfair deal for United States. The President claimed that the TPP would accelerate the outsourcing of American manufacturing jobs (critics in Japan made the same claims) to under-developed and developing countries with low labor costs such as Viet Nam, and would exacerbate our already burgeoning trade deficit, which had reached $502.3 billion in 2016. While not all agreed that the TPP was a -flawed agreement‖ (Calmes, 2016) , critics stated that the TPP failed to address the issue of currency manipulation by China (Chow, 2017 ) and other signatory nations (Klein, 2015; Contractor, 2016 
THE ISDS
One of the more controversial provisions of the TPP was the Investor-State Dispute Settlement Mechanism or ISDS (Chapter 9), which grants investors the right to sue foreign governments for treaty violations (generally, Otero & Garcia-Bolivar, 2011). While the ISDS cannot overturn local laws (unlike the World Trade Organization) which violate the agreement, Provost and Kennard (2015) report that monetary damages can be awarded to investors who can successfully prove a violation of specific treaty provision (Davison, 2015) .
From the American point of view, the ISDS was designed to provide investors in foreign countries with certain basic protections and assurances (United States Trade Representative, 2016) such as:
 -Freedom from discrimination: An assurance that Americans doing business abroad will face a level playing field and will not be treated less favorably than local investors or competitors from other countries.‖  -Protection against uncompensated seizure of property (e.g., Hunter, 2006) : An assurance that property of American investors won't be seized by the government without just compensation‖ under generally recognized principles of international law relating to expropriation, confiscation, and nationalization.
 -Protection against denial of due process: An assurance that investors will not be denied justice‖ or due process on the same basis of the nationals of host countries in criminal, civil, or administrative proceedings.
 -Right to transfer capital: An assurance that investors will be able to move capital relating to their investments freely‖ (relating to -blocking‖ of currencies (Britchenko, 2018) , subject to reasonable procedural and substantive safeguards designed to provide the host government with -flexibility‖ and the ability to -respond to a financial crises and [to] ensure the integrity and stability of the financial system.‖ Bradlow (2018) added that the ISDS would also enable private sector parties to bring human rights claims through the dispute-settlement mechanism.
The ISDS provision rallied critics from both the left and right in American politics. Conservative critics argued that the TPP was yet another example of the diminution of U.S. sovereignty (Jones, 2007) . Elbel (2015, pp. 53-54) stated: -The TPP would establish an entirely separate parallel system of justice involving special extra-judicial tribunals. These tribunals would adjudicate claims by foreign investors that their economic interests might be harmed by a signatory nation. Thus, a multinational corporation could sue federal, state, and even local officials for impinging on anticipated, unrealized, and imagined future corporate profits.‖
To TPP or Not to TPP: That is Still the Question
Economists Joseph Stiglitz and Adam S. Hersh (2015) criticized the ISDS provisions of the TPP for interfering with the ability of governments to prevent -public harm.‖ They opined that if asbestos been discovered today, governments would have been unable to impose regulations without creating potential grounds for an ISDS suit. Stiglitz further claimed that the TPP would give oil companies the right to sue governments for their efforts to reduce carbon emissions and take actions against global warming (Stiglitz, 2015) . Stiglitz (2015) stated: -But under these provisions, corporations can sue the government, including the American government, by the way, so it's all the governments in the TPP can be sued for the loss of profits as a result of the regulations that restrict their ability to emit carbon emissions that lead to global warming.‖ Another furious critic has been Columbia professor Jeffrey Sachs of the Earth Institute who concluded that the ISDS mechanism vested huge power in investors in multi-national corporation (MNC), and weakened the judicial systems of host countries in favor of multi-national interests. Sachs alleged that the ISDS had already been used by MNCs to weaken regulations that have negative effects on their profits (Sachs, 2015) . Dr. Sachs noted that the -drafts on investor rights, the environment, labor and intellectual property make extravagant concessions to powerful corporate interests while leaving important social and environmental commitments vague and generally unenforceable. Globalization is indeed so important for our common good that it's of overriding significance to get it right‖ (Sachs, 2015) .
However, it should be noted that the TPP specifically excluded the tobacco industry from the ISDS process (Bollyky, 2016) . The -carve-out‖ came as a response to concerns raised by several nations over the objections of tobacco producers in the United States about the possibility of a rash of potential cases filed by tobacco manufacturers challenging anti-smoking laws. [It should be noted, as Tienhaara and Gleeson (2015) 
THE PROVERBIAL "BOTTOM LINE"
For the Obama's administration, the TPP was the center-piece of an Asia-focused strategy to engage both economic and geopolitical interests and in the belief that further liberalizing trade would be a benefit for the U.S. economy. The Obama administration argued that lower tariffs and increased market access would reduce consumer prices, encourage cross-border investment, and boost U.S. exports (McBride, 2018) . The administration maintained that the TPP would support many highpaying American jobs and generate an additional $123.5 billion a year in income by 2025, increasing the GDP of the United States by 0.5% (Lee, 2015) .
After President Trump announced that the United States would withdraw from TPP, the remaining eleven countries became known as TPP-11. Without the participation of the United States, the TPP's share of world trade dropped from 38% to 13.5%. Interestingly, the new TPP-11 agreement (the CPTPP) (Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade (New Zealand), 2018) provided for several major changes and included a -walk back‖ of several of the rules insisted upon by the United States, but which were unpopular among the remaining eleven countries. The main change was in the area of intellectual property protections. The CPTPP removed provisions relating to longer copyright terms, patent extensions, and protections that had been extended to medical technologies like biologics. The Investment chapter was also modified. The remaining eleven countries retained the investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) mechanism but they modified and further limited its scope. As Patel (2017, p. 302) noted: -Changes to ISDS signal an emerging shift towards further safeguards against ISDS abuses and greater protections for host state sovereignty.‖ Few of the implementation deadlines and labor and environmental rules, however, were changed (McBride, 2018).
CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
Despite the U.S. exit from the TPP agreement, it appears that the remaining nations are managing the situation well and striving to make it a success. Interestingly, President Trump has shown an interest in returning to the TPP (Swanson, 2018) ; however, his preference for negotiating bilateral (or perhaps
To TPP or Not to TPP: That is Still the Question trilateral) trade agreements and his movement towards imposing tariffs to ensure a more favorable treatment for United States trade interests may prevent that possibility (Lee, 2018 )-at least in the short run.
By rejoining a new TPP, the United States will be a partner with countries that make up nearly 40% of the global economy (Bradner, 2017) . More importantly from a strategic point of view, the United States would be able to stand against China's growing power as its seeks to supplant the United States as the preeminent economic and political power in the Pacific region. China has embarked on an ambitious plan, known as -Made in China 2025,‖ in which China would become not only a manufacturing powerhouse and a high-tech manufacturing powerhouse in -high tech industries like artificial intelligence, robotics and space travel‖ (Bennett & Bender, 2018) . Clover (2018) reports that China is planning to -achieve 50 percent self-sufficiency by 2020 and 70 percent self-sufficiency in specific industries by 2025.‖ Council of Foreign Relations member Edward Alden and others have argued that withdrawing from the TPP has reduced Washington's leverage and in fact has -made it harder to deal with China's abuses‖ (Riley, 2017 
